
Basicand appliedscientistshavedefinedthe importanceof
certain fundamental characteristics of scintillation cameras, such
as contrast, energy, spatial and temporal resolution, field unifor
mity, plane sensitivity, and collimation (1â€”3).However,demon
stration that optimization ofthese parameters produces superior
diagnostic performance has provedelusive.Previousinterlabora
tory surveys, for example, have failed to show a significant corre
lation betweensubscriber performance and such elements as col
limator type, counts collected, energy window width, or year of
instrument manufacture (4). Hoffer and co-workers (5), exam
ining Anger cameras of varying intrinsic spatial resolution, were
unable to detect significant differences in observer performance
as indexed by lesiondetectability.

If it isreasonabletoexpectthat improvementincameradesign
and a properchoiceofoperating parametersproducebetter clinical
results, this lack of correlation should be explained. Either the
associationlinkingdesignand operation with clinical results is too
weak to be demonstrated, givenavailabledata, or/and previously
accepted descriptors of performance are defective. Swets and
Pickett(6),surveyingseveralsupposedindicesofperformancesuch
as sensitivity,specificity,accuracy (overallprobabilityof a correct
response), and predictive value, and rejected all of them. They
recommendinstead the area under the binomial relativeoperating
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characteristic (ROC) curve termed A@.This index represents the
proportion ofthe total area ofthe graph that lies beneath the curve,
and isa measureof signaldetectability.It maybethoughtof as
theprobabilityofassigninga higherratingscoretoa targetimage
when it and a nontarget image are randomly obtained and sys
tematically compared (7). The principlesand the utilitiesof ROC
analysis have been reviewed extensively in recent publications
(8,9). Goin et al. (10) haveusedthis approachto demonstrate
significant differences in observer successamong digital scintig
raphic display modes.

Thusthe purposeof thisstudywasto surveya representative
group of imaging departments, to evaluate their results in terms
of ROC analysis,and to correlate individualrankingswith a group
of independent variables currently accepted as important deter
minants of clinical diagnostic accuracy. Since many of these de
terminants are under the control of the operator, results of this
study might eventually be useful in establishing guidelines for
improvement of imaging quality through interlaboratory survey
techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

One hundred sixty-eightresponsesto Nuclear Medicine
Imaging Series TSA 1983 ofthe College ofAmerican Pathologists,
constitutedthe data base.This interlaboratorysurveyprogram
began in 1973 and uses peer-group participation in semiannual
exercisesdesigned to assessboth individual performance and the
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instrument design and operating parameters. Six of 14 postulated parameters cx
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cameramanufactureor upgrade,numberof photomultipliertubes,collImatortype,
total countscollected,useof a Co-57disk sourcefor Imagingthe phantom,and
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clinical imagingdata.
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gionsthe observerfelt definitelylackeda target, and a scoreof four
to those areas felt definitelyto contain a target. Scoresof two and
three corresponded to areas probably lacking and probably con
taming targets.

Thesubscribersreturnedtheir ratings,copiesof images(Fig.
1), and a questionnaire with replies specifying 14operating vari
ables: gamma-cameramanufacturer,year of manufactureor
update, number ofphotomultiplier tubes, crystal thickness, colli
mator type, field uniformity source, energy window width, total
counts collected, information density, computer-processing ca
pability,display film type, radionuclidephantom flood,frequency
ofquality-control testing, and type ofquality-control test patterns
used.

ROC operating points werecalculated for each observer using
rating score data. The area under each curve, computed by the
trapezoidalrule (14),definedan indexofdiscriminatoryperfor
mance free from extradiscriminatory decision biasing. Most lab
oratories submitted more than one result because of multiple de
partmental instruments. In such cases the one best performance
was selected for inclusionin the final statistical evaluation.There
were 86 of these.

Initially all 14 operating factors were examined separately in
one-way analysis-of-variance models to look for performance
differences. The six parameters identified as explaining significant
variability in performance, in order of decreasing impact were:
number of photomultiplier tubes, year of manufacture or update,
fielduniformitysource,collimator type,computer processing,and
total counts recorded. These six were then included in a series of
two-factor ANOVAs to test for bivariate relationships and for
interactions. None of the interaction terms were statistically sig
nificant.The factors werethen usedin a main-effectsmultivariate
least squares model with indicator variables for each factor level
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FiG.1. Transmissionscintiphotosofliverphantominanteriorand
right lateral projections. produced by subscriber. Each projection
contains121.0-cmtargetswithT/Bratiosvaryingfrom0.7to 0.9.
Perimeter points are for spatial orientationof subscriber.

overall state of the art in clinical gamma imaging. The rationale,
techniques, and findings ofthis ongoing quality-assurance program
have been described in detail (11,12).

Subscribers received a transmission model containing planar
targets randomly distributed to simulate an anterior and a right
lateral projection of a human liver containing several simulated
mass lesions. Twenty-four of 81 subregions contained targets 1.0
cm in diameter with target-to-background ratios from 0.7 to 0.9.
All targetswere1.0cmfromthe imagingsurfacesand included
0.6cmoftissue-equivalentMasonitefrontscatter.Sincethemodel
itself is not radioactive, each subscriber provided a flood source
ofappropriate activityusingeither Tc-99mor a Co-Si disk,so that
the image simulator was interposedbetweensource and detector.
Participants were requested to image according to their routine
clinical protocol for liver. The resulting images were read according
to rating-scale methods (13), with assignmentof a score from one
to four to each subregion. A score of one was accorded those re
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ReferenceFactor
Level Level Coefficient

TECHNICAL NOTES

N: 15$
M$$a: 7$

NSSSâ€¢.: VS

S.D.: 11

Year 1970â€”77
1978â€”79
1980â€”81
1982â€”83

No.PMtubes 19
37
61
75
91

Collimator LEAP
HiResol.
Diverging

Total counts 300â€”500k
600â€”900k
1000k
1500â€”2000k
Tc-99m flood
Co-57 disk
Yes
No

1980â€”81 â€”0.079
â€”0.094

â€”0.004
61 â€”0.081

â€”0.037

â€”0.058
â€”0.081

Hi-resol. â€”0.075

â€”0.175
1000k â€”0.024

â€”0.019

â€”0.012
Co-5ldisk â€”0.048

Yes â€”
â€”0.100

1.051
0.532
0.086
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FIG. 3. Bar chart of area meastre A@of all reader/instrument
combinations.

(15). Such indicators have values ofone for all observations with
their levels, and zero for all other observations. This approach
requires that there be one less variable than there are levelsof a
factor. For example, a factor such as collimator type with three
levels (low-energy, all-purpose, high-resolution, and diverging)
requires two variables to describe uniquely all responses. This
approach is similar to multifactor ANOVA, but avoids some of
the problems caused by small group sizes.

Coefficients resulting from this model estimate the effect of the
factor levelin question (.e.g, low-energy,all-purpose collimator)
relative to the level with no associated variable (e.g., high-reso
lution collimator), which is termed the reference level. The mag
nitude and sign of the coefficient directly estimate how perfor
mance (Ar) would change if an observer were to switch from the
reference level to the level of interest, holding all other factors at
the same levels.Although the coefficients change with differing
reference levels,all possiblemodelshave the same total predictive
ability (R2), and the effect ofany factor level relative to any other
levelremainsconsistentin all models.For the modelreportedhere,
the reference levelsare those levelsof the imaging factors that are
associated with better performance.

RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates the ROC produced from 168 responses by
plotting the pooled rating data on axes linear with respect to the
standard deviates of the true-positive and false-positive proba
bilities. Results from the best 86 responses used in the ANOVA
and regressionstudies differ only slightly. Gaussian distributions
plotted on such axes yield straight lines whoseslopesare propor
tional to nontarget-to-target variance ratios. Our data are con
sistent with underlying sensory distributions that are Gaussian and
of unequal variances. Decision points are usually plotted on
arithmetic scales linear with respect to the true-positive and
false-positiveprobabilities, and produce the familiar curvilinear
ROCfunction.

Figure 3 is a bar graph of the area measured for the 168 re
sponses. It shows that the A2values themselves are nearly Gaussian
indistributionforthesample.Acorrespondingchartofthe86best
responses is also Gaussian.

The linear regression data are displayed in Table 1, which
contains the coefficient associated with each factor level and the
reference levelsthat apply to this model. The table also includes
twosummarystatisticsfor the regressionmodel:R2,the percentage
of the variability explained by the model, and the standard error
of the regression.

The coefficient may be interpreted as the mean effect ofa par
ticular level of a factor relative to the reference point. For this
model, these are the estimated effects of switching from the ref.

Radionuclide
Sotrce@mage
Computer

Intercept

. Number of observations.

erence points to the critical level. The intercept is an estimate of
performance with all factors at their reference point. The intercept
for this model is 1.051, which exceeds â€œperfectâ€•performance (A@
= 1 .00), and reflects a lack of fit of the model. This also implies

that â€œperfectâ€•performance can be predicted with fewer-than
optimal operating parameters. For example, if a participant has
an instrument with all factors at the reference levels except for
using a Tc-99m flood source for imaging (effect = b = â€”0.048),
the model predicts an A@of 1.003.

An example of the model's use to predict performance is the
following: If a participant's operating parameters included a
camera built in 1980, 75 photomultiplier tubes, a high-resolution
collimator, 2 millioncounts, a Co-57 disk source of imaging, and
a computer for image processing,the modelpredicts performance
to be:

A2= 1.051â€”0 â€”0.058â€”0 â€”0.012= 0.981
If the same participantwereto change to 600kcounts,the estimate
changes to:

A@ 0.981 â€”(0.019 â€”0.012) = 0.981 â€”0.007 = 0.974

Thus the model can be used to estimate A@values for any combi
nation of levels of these six imaging factors.

DISCUSSION

The results of the study suggest that the number of photomul
tiplier tubes, the year ofcamera manufacture or update, the type
of imaging flood source, the collimator type, computer-processing
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capability, and the total counts recordedall play measurable roles
in determining imaging performance. Note that the term â€œper
formanceâ€•here refers only to an ability to differentiate multiple
areas that contain targets from those that lack them. More corn
plex decisiontasks, such as locationand diagnosticclassification,
needed in clinical practice were not required of our observers.
Conclusions drawn from these data, therefore, may not describe
clinical results perfectly. Nevertheless, successful diagnostic
imaging presupposes a basic ability to discriminate among regions
containing and those lacking abnormalities.

The six factors listedaboveexplainabout half of the variability
of performance of the subscribers. There are at least three reasons
for this. First, an unknown number of other factors that play a role
in the discriminatory process,such as reader ability, were not in
cluded in the model. Second, there are small group sizes for some
factors, as is frequent with data drawn from noncontrolled survey
studies, and this leads to a loss of statistical power. Finally, an
obvious but unmeasured correlation exists among several of the
factors. For instance, newer cameras may tend to have more PM
tubes and are more likelyto havecomputers associatedwith them
than the older cameras, or subscribers using high-resolution col
limators may tend to collect fewer counts than those using the
low-energy,all-purpose types.

The creditability of proposed performance indices rests upon
the reasonableness of their descriptions. Our results generally
confirm results found previously in controlled experiments. Newer
cameras perform better than their older counterparts. Those col
lecting 500kor fewercounts clearly produced poorer results than
those who used more, with performance improving monotonically
with increasing counts. Subscribers who processed their images
with computers before interpretation did better than those who
did not.

Higher A@values associated with the use of a Co-Si disk
for the actual imagingwasa mildlyunexpectedresult. This might
be caused by the sporadic problems with mixing and/or wall
bowing known to occur with conventional liquid floods. Certainly
some participants performed quite well using Tc-99m sources,
suggesting that the problem is not inherent in the procedure itself.
This finding, while not germane to most clinical imaging, does offer
a caveat to those who use liquid floods for uniformity correction:
mix well and check for wall bowing.
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